
Book Review

THE  ENCOMIUM  OF  RICHARD  III by Sir  William Cornwallis  the  Younger,
Ed. by A. N. Kincaid, with an introduction by J. A.  Ramsden  and A. N.
Kincaid.  Turner  &  Devereux, London.  Paper:  £3.25.
Cornwallis’s  Encomium  was formerly best known  to students of Richard III
through  a  rather  confused  article  by Gordon Zeeveld:  ‘ A Tudor  Defense of
Richard  III,’ Publications  of the  Modern Language Association, 55  (1940),
pp.946-57. Now A. N. Kincaid and J. A.  Ramsden have produced  a stylish
edition which allows us to  judge  the  Encomium  for  ourselves, and  a  fascinating
essay it  proves.  Dr Kincaid has  expended much labour  on  examining all the
extant  MSs of the  work, from which he gives full and  clear textual  collations,
and he and his  colleague  construct a. convincing account  of the  textual  history
of the piece, which  exists  in  nine manuscripts  as well as in  print  from 1616.
They also  give an interesting explanation  for  some  of the additions which
appear  in later  versions.  The general reader can  complain only that  the
introduction could have  been expanded  to give  more  detail about'Cornwallis
(his dates, for instance), and  about  the  other  writings of this  minor Elizabethan.

Zeeveld saw the  Encomium  as  ‘ unquestionably ’  the  reworking of  a lost
fifteenth century tract, written to defend Richard against the calumnies in
another lost  tract, whose author he  identified  as Cardinal  Morton.  Kincaid
and Ramsden rightly dismiss the hypothesis that Cornwallis  based  his essay
on an existing defence, and  might  have added that Zeeveld‘s chief proof for
this idea rested on his failure to  recognise  that  a  phrase about Henry VI dying
‘ of  mere  melancholy and grief  ’  derives from the Yorkist  Arrival!  of Edward  IV
(‘ pure displeasure  and melancholy ’), not from  some lost  intermediary. But
while  rejecting the  intermediary ‘  defence,’ they retain  Zeeveld’s  view that
Morton  was the writer who aroused Comwallis’s ire—an idea which Zeeveld
supported  by misquoting a stricture on the English for  abandoning their
allegiance to  Henry VI and Edward IV in  turn  (Encomium, pp.24-5) so as to
make  it a specific reference to the disloyalty of one  person, whom  he identifies
as Morton.

The identification with Morton  leads  to  a  mate’s nest, namely the  famous
references  by Sir George  Buck  to a  tract  in Latin: ‘lately in the  hand  of Mr
Roper  of  Eltham, as Sir Edward Hoby (who  saw it) told me.’ We  have  no
first-hand description of this tract, which  Hoby reported to be written by
Morton  and the original of the life of  Richard  HI  commonly attributed to
More. Kincaid and  Ramsden, discounting the story about Morton’s author-
ship of  More’s book, make  the  useful suggestion  that  Hoby also told Sir John
Harington  this tale. No  doubt Roper  did  possess such a tract  in  Latin, but
was it by Morton?  This  seems  very dubious. Unfortunately, I do not  know
the history of the  ‘Arundel  MS.’ of More’s  History before  it  reached  the
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College  of  Arms, but have wondered whether this version (in  Latin, without
More’s name, and  apparently unknown  to  More’s nephew  Rastell) could have
been  the  work that  Hoby saw. Alternatively, was  Hoby’s  Latin  attack  on
King Richard really a  version of the  anonymous  account that we  know  as
‘  the  second continuation  of the  Crowland  chronicle ’? If so, Hoby might
well  have supposed  that the  author  was  Morton—a  misconception which
seems  to be held by at least one  modern  historian.

However, discussion of the  Roper  tract is really quite  irrelevant. Its
connection  with  Morton  is  unproved, and  Morton’s connection  with the
Encomium  (as the ‘ corrupt chronicle:  ’ whom  Cornwallis attacks) can be
positively disproved.  Had  Morton  really written a malicious and  personal
tract against Richard, he would surely have mentioned the wanton luxury of
Richard’s court, which shocked the Crowland chronicler and forms the one
criticism by the adulatory Bishop Langton in his  letter  of  1483. Cornwallis,
however, had  seen  no such criticism, because he cements  that  the chroniclers
do not accuse Richard of  such  vices, and it therefore follows that he was full
of the  opposite  virtues, which historians have ignored  through  malice.  More-
over, if any diatribe by Morton  existed, it was nearly a  century old when Corn-
wallis  Wrote, and nobody suggests  that  it was ever widely known. Had Corn-
wallis wished to refute  such a  work, he would be forced to  explain  its nature
and to  name  the author. He does neither. He assumes that his material is
familiar to his readers, and he lefers to his literary opponent simply as ‘ our
chronicler  ’—the  chronicler so well known to sixteenth  century Englishmen
that  no  further  identification was  required.

This  points, of  course, to the standard accounts of English history used  by
Shakespeare  and his  contemporaries:  Edward Hall’s  Union  of the Two  Noble
and  Illustre  Famelies  of Lancastre  and  Yorke  (1548+) or revisions of the  same
material  by Richard  Grafton  and Raphael Holinshed. The matter  becomes
nearly certain if we  examine some  of Cornwallis's  specific references  to his
source  though, disconcertingly, this  investigation shows  that  Cornwallis  attacks
the credibility of not one  ‘  malicious chronicler,’ but  three  separate writers:
Polydore Vergil, Thomas  More and Edward Hall. For  example, it is  actually
Vergil  who is criticised by Cornwallis for saying that Richard wished to marry
his niece, Elizabeth, in order to establish public  peace  and frustrate the  plans
of  Henry Tudor  (Encomium, p.23). Vergil is also the source of the  story that
Richard complained to Archbishop Rotherham  about the barrenness of his
queen (pp.21—2). But, More unlike Vergil, introduces Elizabeth  Lucy as the
betrothed  of Edward IV  (p.5), and voices suspicions  about Richard‘s  complicity
in the death of Clarence  (p.6).  More’s  phrase about  a face  ‘  such as in  estates
is called a warlike visage  ’  is echoed by Cornwallis  (p.26): ‘let  a  nobleman  be
popular, if he have an ill face it is  termed  warlike.’ And it is  More  who says
that Richard murdered  Henry VI ‘ as men constantly say,’ a  phrase  which
appears elsewhere in Hall’s chronicle as  ‘  as the constant  Fame  ran.’ Corn-
wallis  takes  this up in yet another  context  to  make  the facetious objection  that
‘  constantly ’  (meaning ‘  confidently ’) cannot  be applied to such  ‘  inconstant  '
folk as Richard’s  subjects.  Cornwallis then castigates  ‘  our chronicler’ as
‘  thou  recorder of  untruths,‘ and  adds: ‘  Did fame never  lie?  If ever she
reported  thee for true or  honest, I am  sure  she hath lied  ’  (p.20).  Finally,
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Hall  himself, unlike  either  More or Vergil, has the  story of Collingbourne and
the  rhyme about  ‘  the  cat, the rat and Lovell our  dog,’ and it is  Hall’s  turn to
{cap )abuse:  ‘  How falsely doth our chronicler  seek  to clear Collingbourne ’
p.22  .

Now the  only chronicles  which  incorporate the writings of these  three
historians  are the  group already mentioned, edited variously by Hall, Grafton
and Holinshed, and  there  is no need to look further afield for Cornwallis’s
source, since he includes nothing of importance which cannot be found in
their pages. The chronicler  whose  work he  quotes throughout  and  whom  he
stigmatises as  ‘  indiscreet  ’  (Le. lacking sound  judgement), corrupt, prejudiced
and a recorder of  untruths  is evidently a  contemporary of his  own, and  pre-
sumably either Grafton, who died about  1572, or  Holished, who died about
1580 (his  Chronicle  of Universal History was reissued in 1586).  Sixteenth
century writers were less mealy mouthed  than modern scholars, and this is all
the  stuff  of the jolly give-and-take of Tudor polemic. Such  abuse  normally
means that a rival has been caught out in an innocent error, or has relied on
some source  which the writer views with contempt; the quarrel between Grafton
and  Stow  springs to  mind.  In similar vein, Cornwallis scatters insults  over
his own  readers; there is no real animosity.

Indeed, was Cornwallis taking history seriously at  all?  Is Zeeveld right
to describe the  Encomium  as the first brave defence of Richard, ‘  an  appeal  to
reason  against  unjust  accusation and  inference ’ ?  Or is  Myers right  to describe
it as ‘ an  exercise  in  rhetoric  to defend the indefensible  ’  (‘ Richard III and
Historical Tradition  ’  in The  Historical Association Book  of the  Tudors  (1973),
pp.19-20)? Should we believe Cornwallis when he  compares  himself to  a
tailor  who ‘ hunt(s) after  fame’s  reward by well shaping an ill  body "2 This
process  of  ‘  putting the best face on  a  matter  ’  he demonstrates by accepting
the  tales  of  Richard’s unnatural  birth and misshapen body and arguing para-
doxically that these things  prove  Nature’s special  favour to him: the difficult
birth was, for his  mother, ‘  a punishment hereditary to all women  from  the
first’; born  with  teeth, Richard escaped  teething troubles, and  even being
‘  crookbacked, lame, ill-favoured  ’  was a  gift  of  Nature, who was wholly intent
on  forming his  mind  and so  neglected  his outer form, thereby saving him from
vanity. Readers may form their own  judgement  on this question from  some
of the arguments which Cornwallis  puts  forward, purportedly in the  king’s
favour:

P.12.  If Richard really ordered  Sha’s  sermon, it was no offence to put
. his claims  before  the people.  ‘  Charging his  mother  with adultery was a

matter  of no such great  moment, since it is no  wonder  in  that  sex.’ We  must
always  choose  the lesser of two evils, and it was better to risk his  mother’s
reputation  than his  chances  of being king.  If the accusation was true, she
was treated  justly, and  what  could  be  expected  from Richard but true  justice?
He was so impartial that he  didn’t  even spare his mother. If it was  untrue,
on the  other hand, this  just  adds to the  merit  of her innocence.

Pp.l7—20. If Richard killed the  princes, his ofl‘ence was against  God, not
the  people, because their deaths freed the country from dissension [sic]. And
what better love  can a man show than to imperil his soul for the  good  of his
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country?  In any case, it may have been  God's secret intent to punish Edward
IV’s sins through  his children, and if so, blame their  fate, not Richard. If
Richard  was at fault at all in the matter, it was in  bungling the  affair.  He
should either  have obtained general  consent  to killing the princes (no  more
difficult, says Cornwallis, than  getting consent  to their deposition D, or  kept
their deaths  secret. But in any case, the  people took  the news  with  equanimity,
and silence signifies  consent.  And  anyway, again, who are we to  judge him?
In law, a  man  must  be  judged  by his  peers. Does  this exclude the  king?
‘ No, surely, it is  preposterous, most unlawful to condemn  a  king, if not  found
guilty by a jury of kings.’

P.29. If Richard was  guilty of crimes, his  death redeemed  him. When
a  criminal has served his  punishment, the law accounts him  ‘  as  clear  of the
crimeh 31s if it had  never been  committed.’ Therefore, we  must  not now  cen-
sure 1m.

It  must  be remembered that Cornwallis, as a well-known author of  ‘  para-
doxes  ’  in  praise  of  such subjects  as the French  pox, sadness, debt and Julian
the  Apostate, was engaged in the Elizabethan equivalent of the academic  team
debate, in which one is  expected  to score points off  one’s  opponents  and to
erect preposterous  arguments without regard to  one’s  real convictions. Like
More, Cornwallis wrote for effect, not out of  concern  for historical fact or
justice.  We do not know what John  Donne  thought of the  copy of the
Encomium  which is dedicated to  him, but we may be sure that  Thomas More
would  have enjoyed  the work for its stylistic qualities and its  high  entertain-
ment  value. Its real effect is to  denigrate  Richard, and Cornwallis  does  not
oust  Sir George  Buck  from his first  place  among the knights errant who have
broken  a  lance  in whole-hearted defence of the king.

ALISON HANHAM
Massey University,
Palmerston North,
New Zealand

Research Notes  and  Queries

P. W.  HAMMOND

JOHN HOWARD  AND THE  DEATH  OF THE  PRINCES
It has  been  suggested  that  John Howard, Duke  of Norfolk, may have known
more about  the death of the Princes than  early sources, particularly More,
would allow (e.g. C.  Oman, Political  History of England, Vol. 4, London
(1910), p.476).  A  summary of the facts may therefore be welcome. Howard
undoubtedly had a  motive  for desiring the death of at least  Richard, the
younger  of the two Princes.  Through  his  mother  he was one of the  coheirs
of the last Mowbray Duke of Norfolk, after  Anne, the  only child of the  Duke
(the  other  coheir was William, Viscount  Berkeley), and Richard had  been
married to the heiress Anne, created  Duke  of Norfolk in his own right, and
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granted most  of the Mowbray estates, to  remain  his  even  if his wife  should
die, as she did in  1481 (Report:  Touching the  Dignity of a Peer, Vol. 5, London
(1829), pp.406—7; Rolls  of Parliament, Vol.  6  (1783), p.168).  The title and
estates thus  belonged  legally (if not morally) to Richard, Duke  of  York, and
to  dispose  of him may have seemed  to  Howard  the  only path  to title and
estates.

Opportunity for  a  murder is  said  to be provided by John Howard’s  being
Constable  of the Tower until July, 1483.  In the  Household Books  of John,
Duke  of Norfolk  (edited by J.  Payne  Collier, London, 1844) is an  entry ‘  Item,
paid  to  a carpenter  for  makyng of iij beddes  ’  and  ‘Item, for ij sakes  lyme  ’
(p.394, dated lt May), these  being expenses  incurred at the  Tower.  Collier
(p.xiii) and later historians have insinuated that the  beds  were for the Princes,
and the  sacks  of lime for the disposal of their bodies.  There  is no  evidence
for  this, and the lime could equally well have been for sanitary purposes  or
whitewash (G.  Brenan, E. P.  Statham, The  House  of Howard, Vol. 1, London,
1907, p.46).  The beds could have been for anyone.

That  Howard was Constable in early 1483  may also  be disputed. His
grant  of this ofiice was made in  1479, but was not to  take  effect until the  death
or cession of the  then  present holders, Lords Dudley and Dacre  (Cal. Patent
Rolls  1476-85, p.137), and  James Ramsay says  that Dudley was still holding
the  post  (or at least receiving payment) up to the death of Edward IV  (Lancaster
and  York, Vol.  2, Cambridge  [1892], p.476, note 4, citing the Tellers Rolls).
Dorset  is sometimes said, following More, to  have been  Constable on the
death  of Edward IV and during the reign of Edward  V  (Complete Peerage,
Vol.  4, 1916, p.418).  He undoubtedly had  access  to the  Tower  at the
beginning of  May, but not after Richard’s arrival on the 4th May. It is
therefore quite possible  that Lord Dudley acted  as  Constable  until Sir Robert
Brackenbury was  appointed  in July, 1483  (C.P.R.  1476-85, p.364), except  for
a short  period  when  Dorset  did so. Collier  (p.xiii) states  that  Howard suc-
ceeded Dudley in  1482, but gives no authority for this. This is possible;
Dudley was then aged 82, but it seems far from certain, and apparently we
cannot  prove that John Howard  had, at this  period  at  least, any greater  oppor-
tunity for the  murder than  several  others.

RICHARD, DUKE  OF  YORK

It has  been pointed  out to me by Gwen Waters  that  in the  Calendar  of the
Patent Rolls  for Henry VII is an entry of  a  commission of  enquiry into the
ownership of  a manor  claimed by the dowager Duchess of Norfolk  (Calendar
of Patent  Rolls  Henry VII, Vol.  1, H.M.S.O., 1914, pp.307—8, dated  27th
November, 1489).  In the course of this  entry, quoting a petition by the
Duchess, are the words: ‘ The said  Richard, Duke  of  York, died.’ The whole
petition is rather muddled in its account of the status of the Norfolk  estates,
and who had owned them in the previous few years, but as Mrs Waters points
out, the above words are very non-committal.  It seems  most  likely that  Henry
had not  seen  the petition, or did not wish to alter the wording of it, but it is
possible that at this date he did not wish to commit himself to  a  semi-public
statement  as to the manner of death  (Le.  murder or otherwise) of Edward  IV’s
younger  son.
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G. R.  Gayre,  Heraldry  of the  Knights  of St  John,  Allahabad (1956), p.28.  There  seems
to be no  British  edition.
H. W. Fincham, The  Order  of St  John  of Jerusalem  and its  Grand Priory of England,
London (1933),  p.74.
Gayre, p.28.
Fincham, p.74.  Gayre, p.29, says  that  Langstrother  ‘  commanded  the  centre  of  Queen
Maxgaret’s army,’ which  I  have  not  seen  elsewhere.
W. K. R.  Bedford  and R.  Holbeche,  The  Order  of the  Hospital  of St  John, London
(1902), p.108.  The authors  also  list  Langstrother  as No. 31  among the  Grand Priors
of  England, and say  also  that  he had  been Receiver-General. A turcopole  was  a  light-
armed soldier  of the  Knights  of St John, and a  Turcopolier their commander, usually
said  to  have  always been  an Englishman.

10. A. C.  Fox-Davias,  Complete Guide  to  Heraldry,  London  (1951), p.569.
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Notices  of  Books  and  Articles

THE  FOLLOWING list  consists  of  recent books  and articles, mainly published
within the last twelve  months, although a  few  earlier publications  are  included.
The  appearance  of an  item  in  this  list does not  preclude  its  subsequent  review.

BOOKS

John Harthan, Books  of Hours  and  their Owners, 288  pages, 1977, Thames
and  Hudson, £10.50.

A  very well illustrated  book  (93  coloured  plates) showing a representative
selection  of  over  30  books  of hours from  late  mediaeval and  renaissance
Europe, with descriptive  text  and an introduction  explaining the religious
and social  background.

G. E.  Aylmer  and R. C. Cant (Editors), A History of York  Minster, 624 pages,
1977, Oxford  University Press, £9.75.

A  new study of the Minster, dealing with  it both as an historical monument
and as a place of worship.

Madeleine  Pelner Cosman, Fabulous Feasts, Mediaeval  Cookery and  Ceremony,
224  pages, 1976, George  Braziller (New York), $25.

A book  divided into two  parts, the  first  discussing the characteristics of
mediaeval  food, the  markets where  it was bought and the setting of the  feast,
and the  second  giving 102  recipes  adapted from  mediaeval manuscripts.

Peter  Richards, The  Mediaeval Leper  and his  Northern  Heirs, 192  pages, 1977,
D. S. Brewer, £6.

A  history of the  disease, what was believed  about  it, and the actual illness
during the  middle ages.

Jennifer M.  Brown, Scottish Society in the  Fifteenth  Century, 288  pages, 1976,
Edward  Arnold, £12.50.

Reassesses  the  state  of Scotland at  this time, showing it to be  a  period of
development; foreign relations  (including those  with England) are  examined.
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Edward E. Lewinsky (Editor), Josquin  des  Prez, 787  pages, 1977, Oxford
University Press, £25.

Essays on various  aspects  of the life and works of one of the  greatest
mediaeval composers. Three small records  are  included  with the  book.

ARTICLES

Colin Richmond, The Nobility and the Wars of the  Roses 1459-61, Nottingham
Mediaeval Stuqies, Vol.  21, 1977, pp.71—85.

An enquiry into  how  many of the nobility took  part  in the armed conflicts
of these years, and hence the relative  support  for the Lancastrian and York-
ist parties.

Richard R.  Griflith, The Political  Bias  of  Malory’s ‘  Morte  Darthur,’ Viator:
Mediaeval  and  Renaissance Studies,  Vol. 5, 1974, pp.365—86.

Contrary to previously accepted  opinion the  author  argues that  Malory, if
he had strong political  views, probably supported  the Yorkist party.

Guy M.  Townsend, Richard III and Josephine Tey: Partners in Crime, Arm-
chair Detective, Vol.  10, No. 3, 1977, pp.211—224.

A  critical discussion of Tey’s novel The  Daughter  of Time, pointing out  that
it does not give an accurate portrayal of the historic events which it is
supposed to  illuminate.

Lionel M.  Angus-Butterworth, Early Lancashire Brasses, Transactions  of the
Ancient  Monuments  Society, New  Series, Vol. 22, 1977, pp.90—103.

Gives a short biography and  description  of the brasses at Childwell, Man-
chester, Middleton, Ormskirk, Whalley and Winwick, including several  of
the fifteenth century, notably of Sir Piers  Legh, at Winwick, knighted by
Richard III, and later  a  priest.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Classified advertisements can be  accepted  at 4p per word. It would be
appreciated  if advertisers forwarded remittances together with copy to be
inserted  to the Contributions  Editor. Cheques  or  postal  orders  should  be
crossed and  made  payable to_the Richard III Society.

Other advertisements can be  accepted for publication in the  Ricdrdian  and
anyone interested in taking space—full, half or  quarter  page—should contact
the  Editor.

HAND-MADE PAPERWEIGHTS  showing N.P.G.  portrait  of Richard III.
£2.20  including postage.  Approx.  6  weeks delivery.  Mrs.  Cartwright, l7
Westwood  Heath Road, Leek, Stafi's., ST13  8LN.
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